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Abstract

Network Management Systems (NMSs) are the innovative products used by telecommunication companies to monitor, control, analyze and manage telecommunication networks. Base Transceiver Station (BTS) is a network element which facilitate wireless communication between user equipment and network. BTSs can be integrated with NMS and all related applications available in NMS can be used over BTS. One such application is software upgrade or downgrade in BTS which is termed here as BTS commissioning. This BTS commissioning process involves multiple steps to be performed for successful software upgrade or downgrade in BTS manually through NMS. In this paper methodology to implement end to end automation of BTS commissioning using python is discussed. GUI is developed using JavaScript, jQuery, Flask, Python, HTML and CSS. The reason for using Python for this website is because it is powerful, simple and has many libraries. Developed feature is tested by integrating a test BTS with Nokia’s NMS named NetAct.
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1. Introduction

A Automation can be defined as the usage of technology for executing recurring process in business where manual effort can be greatly reduced. Automation is done to increase efficiency, to streamline process and to attenuate costs. By automating the recurring manual process great number of advantages can be achieved such as completing tasks in faster and cheaper way, enhancing accuracy, reducing errors, increasing consistency, reducing risks, enforces data driven decisions, dependency on employees will be reduced and streamlining of process will be achieved. Network Management System is an innovative product for multi-vendor and multi-technology networks. NMSs are used to monitor, control, analyze and manage telecommunication networks. Most of the NMS uses virtualized hardware platform. With NMS both the network and services within the network are managed centrally so that the operator can view network element failure, service quality indicators and traffic from one screen. Most of the NMS supports Network Element (NEs) in mobile radio and core, Wi-Fi, IoT, public safety and telco cloud. A BTS is a device that enables wireless communication between a network and user equipment (UE). UEs are wirelessly connected devices like as laptops, phones, and other electronic gadgets. Any wireless communication technology, such as CDMA, GSM, Wi-Fi, or other wide area technology, can be used to create the network. BTS requires regular software upgrades or downgrades in telecommunication companies for testing or customer demo purpose with the software package.
released by R&D teams. This process of software upgrade or downgrade in BTS is performed by integrating BTS with NMS manually. This complete process can be End to End (E2E) automated using python. Motivations for implementing this use case are to avoid human resource efforts, to prevent human errors, to reduce human intervention, to reduce time taken for each BTS software upgrade/downgrade, to achieve streaming of process and to avoid dependency on human resource.[1-4].

2. Background
In this section manual work and series of steps involved in BTS commissioning is discussed. Initially the BTS which needs to be upgraded or downgraded with software package needs to be integrated with the NMS. Once integration is done next step is to perform precheck, to make sure BTS is in proper working condition or not. If BTS is in proper working condition, then only software upgrade or downgrade can be performed on it. Next step is to download the software package to local machine and this software package needs to be copied to the NMS’s dedicated directory and unzipping the software package needs to be performed. Once importing of software package is completed in NMS, it will be followed by downloading the same package to BTS from NMS and performing provisioning. Provisioning completes the BTS commissioning process and post check will be done to verify the proper functionality of BTS after software upgrade or downgrade. Glitches are involved in all the intermediate steps while performing BTS commissioning manually.[5-8]. NMS uses virtual hardware platforms; in telecommunication companies the installation of NMS application is done in number of virtual machines (VMs) and each VM is dedicated to specific products and these VMs are termed as labs. Integration of BTS with labs will be done based on project requirements for testing software packages released by R&D for customer demo or trail purposes. Human errors are possible in the logging in to specific lab and BTS and also in identifying particular integrated BTS and while downloading the proper software versions from repository. Human efforts are needed to manually login to labs and BTSs and in various process like checking for compatibility, identifying integrated BTSs, downloading the required package versions from repository and verifying proper functionality of BTS after upgrade or downgrade of software. Since the software packages will be several GBs download time required will be more and couple of Linux commands involved in the BTS commissioning process takes several minutes to give response. Since automation VM will be directly connected with telecommunication company network, time required will be less. So, the time required by an employee for BTS software upgrade or downgrade will be more when done manually. Further if multiple requests are there for BTS commissioning through different labs and for different BTS, then streaming this process will not be possible if it is done manually.[9-13].

3. Technology Introduction
The technologies used in the development of this use case are Python, Flask, HTML, CSS, jQuery, JavaScript, Selenium, SCP and Paramiko.

3.1 Web Technologies
Graphical User Interface required for user access of this application is developed using HTML, CSS and jQuery. HTML is Hyper Text Markup Language which is used to develop the template of the GUI and the same template is styled using Cascading Style Sheets. The static GUI developed using HTML and CSS is made dynamic as per application requirements by using jQuery. jQuery is a JavaScript library which has ability to keep the code simple, reusable, clear and readable.

3.2 Python and Flask
Python is powerful, simple and provides wide set of libraries which helps faster development and easy implementation of user requirements. In this application Python is used for backend computing and Python version used is Python 3.8. Flask is a Python web framework that is lightweight. It facilitates the creation of Web-applications such as blog or wiki by providing modules, libraries, and tools to the users. Flask version used is 1.1.2.

3.3 Selenium
Selenium is a free open-source automated testing tool for validating web applications across several browsers and platforms. Selenium Test Scripts can be written in a variety of programming languages, including Python, C#, Java, and others. Selenium is used in this application to interface with the GUI
and download the software package mentioned by the user from Nokia’s Work Flow Tool (WFT). Selenium Version used is 3.141.0

3.4 Paramiko
Paramiko is a Python package that allows you to interact with remote servers. It's a Python implementation of the SSHv2 protocol that allows for secure client and server communications. The protocol includes the ability to use the encrypted tunnel to open arbitrary channels to remote services. Paramiko version used is 2.7.1.[14-20].

3.5 Rest API
4. Methodology

In this application a Rest API is developed and provided to the users to trigger BTS commissioning process. Rest API means Representational State Transfer is an architectural style for an application program interface (API) which is based on stateless HTTP protocol. It uses this HTTP protocol requests to GET, PUT, POST and DELETE data. In this use case user has to enter details regarding NMS, software version and BTS id in Rest API URL in order to send request to the script.

Fig.1. E2E Methodology of BTS Commissioning

Fig.1 shows the complete E2E methodology of BTS commissioning. As shown in this figure user will be provided with developed Rest API URL which will be mapped with the server address where this complete script resides. User has to fill the details of NMS, software package version and BTS ID. Once user fills these details in URL and hits the same the request will be sent to the web application to start the BTS commissioning process. As soon as the request comes next step is to login to the NMS and to check whether the requested BTS to which software package needs to be downgraded or upgraded is integrated with the NMS or not. If BTS is not integrated, then BTS commissioning process cannot be performed, and the script will be terminated. If BTS is integrated with the NMS, then the requested software version by the user will be downloaded from its repository to the local machine using Selenium Python library. After downloading the software package, same will be copied to the NMS using SCP Python library. Copied software package will be in zip format. So, this package will be unzipped to proceed with further processing. Before performing any operation on BTS, first we need to make sure that the BTS is up or not. If BTS is not in proper working condition the software upgrade or downgrade cannot be performed in the BTS.
BTS is up the next step is to copy the unzipped software package from NMS to the BTS and to perform Provisioning. Provisioning is same as activating the new software package. For example, whenever we have a software upgrade request in mobile, initially software version will be downloaded then mobile will get restarted and the downloaded software version will be activated. This same will happen in provisioning step. Here the BTS will get activated with newer software version. Once provisioning step is successful, we need to perform post check on the BTS to make sure that the BTS continues to be in proper working condition after the activation of newer software version. In order to avoid BTS service down scenarios. In case of any glitch in working condition of BTS. Software can be rolled back to the older software version. Success in each of these intermediate steps results in proceeding with the next step and completing the BTS commissioning process successful.[21-23].

5. Results
Developed functionality is tested using Nokia’s innovative Network Management System called NetAct. A test BTS is considered and integrated with a test VM where NetAct is installed. By using Rest API developed for this application a request is triggered for software upgrade for the test BTS and results are monitored through both NMS and GUI of the use case. All the intermediate results in the steps mentioned in methodology are captured and displayed on GUI for user access.

Fig. 2. Download progress status in NMS

Fig. 3. Download completion status in NMS

Fig. 4. Provision progress status in NMS

Fig. 5. Provision completion status in NMS

Fig.2 and Fig.3 shows the progress and completion status of downloading the software package from NMS to BTS respectively. Fig.4 and Fig.5 shows the progress and completion status of provisioning the software package in BTS respectively. Once software provisioning is completed the newer software version will be activated in the BTS and this can be viewed by checking the software version by log in to BTS GUI.[24-26].

Conclusions
In this paper automation for BTS software upgrade/downgrade is discussed. Automating a task which involves constant steps by human resource results in major advantages in terms of avoiding human errors, reducing human efforts, increasing time efficiency, achieving expected outcomes and also can achieve streamlining the process. All the steps involved in implementing automation for BTS commissioning are explained in detail and also this use case involves individual components like NMS, BTS and various coding technologies, maintaining interaction between these components and also objective to achieve BTS commissioning is shown and corresponding results are depicted.
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